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THANK YOU

FuturFund would not be possible without the
generous contributions made from our sponsors.



A MESSAGE
FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Shreya Singh
Executive Director
2018/2019 

FuturFund began 5 years ago, in a small Mississauga high school
when our two co-founders, Katherine Tang and Sara Raza found a
staggering lack of financial literacy in youth. Since it's creation,
FuturFund has become much more than just a one day conference;

it's become a community of youth fighting to make financial literacy
accessible and digestable every day.
 

This last year has been one of our most critical years to date; and
with the help of our ever growing support team, it has also been one
of our most successful. Every event, initiative, video, and partnership
would not have been possible without the tireless work of each one
of the executives, directors, and board members on our team. Most
importantly, the organization would not be able to make such a
tangible impact without our longstanding support from SunLife
Global Investments and new relationships with organizations like
Scotia Wealth Management.
 

Overall, it has truly been an honor serving as your Executive Director,
and I look forward to what the organization's future holds.
 

Best Regards,
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Shree Gandhi Eileen Jiao Pamela Ho

Wendy Wang Lisa Pei

Events Director Communications
Director

Digital Director

Financial Literacy
Youth Network
Co-Director

Financial Literacy
Youth Network
Co-Director

Neha Banerjea

Media Director

OUR OPERATING
TEAM



OUR OPERATING
TEAM

Simone Vesavevala
Events

Sara Vu
Events Communications

Alyssa Yan Sam Djurfeldt
Communications

Victoria Xia
Digital

Vivian Xia
Digital

Matthew Lovick

Programs

Michelle Li
Programs

Gary Chen
Programs

Areeb Athar
Media



OUR BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Katherine Tang
Co-Founder and
Board of Director

Sara Raza
Co-Founder and

President

Victor Cheng
Board of Director

Tyler Brent
Board of Director



OUR ADVISORY
BOARD

Rick Headrick
President, Sun Life
Global Investments

Carol Lynde
President & COO,
Bridgehouse Asset

Managers

Howard Manis
Senior Partner,
Macdonald Sager

Manis LLP

Dilip Soman
Canada Research
Chair in Behavioural

Science and
Economics

Jane Rooney
Financial Literacy
Leader, Financial

Consumer Agency of
Canada

David Jenkins
Founder

of TheAnswerIs.ca



FUTURFUND 
IN THE MEDIA

CHECK OUT MORE ARTICLES:

The Globe and Mail: How millennials can
become better investors

 

The Toronto Star : High school students
with financial issues can turn those woes
into cash with essay-writing contest

 

Sun Life Global Investments: Launches
2019 Sponsorship of FuturFund

 

Public Policy Forum: Millennial Money:
Financial Independence and Well-Being for
the Next Generation



OUR
IMPACT



ORGANIZATION
GOALS AND RESULTS

INCOMING GOALS

1

2

3

Fostering stability and sustainability with organization structure

Addressing key challenges that women face when becoming

financially independent

Growing the organization's partner and sponsor support  

YEAR-END RESULTS

1

2

3

Created new organizational team structure to allow for

accountability and more youth ownership

Dedicated two major spotlight events to address challenges faced

by women

Engaging partners across SunLife Global Investments, Scotia

Wealth Management, Wealthsimple, Bridgehouse Asset Managers

and many more!



EVENTS 
PORTFOLIO

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

The aim of the events portfolio this year was to empower young
females to take ownership over their financial education. With our two
successful events, our Women and Financial Literacy Night and
partnership with the Women in Technology Society to plan the second
annual SheHacks Hackathon, our events portfolio accomplished its
mission to provide opportunities for young women to improve their
financial literacy.

SHEHACKS: FINANCIAL LITERACY SPRINT

FuturFund was a bronze sponsor at
SheHacks, the largest all-female
Hackathon in southern Ontario

Challenge: Design a tech-based
solution aimed at improving money
management amongst Canadian youth
between 13-22 years old. 

Key Impact: Over 300 attendees at
SheHacks with over 33% and 25 teams
choosing to compete in the FuturFund
Hack



EVENTS 
PORTFOLIO

WOMEN AND FINANCIAL LITERACY NIGHT

This event was planned in
partnership with our generous
sponsors, Sun Life Global
Investments and Scotia Wealth
Management, to engage high school
and university students in a
conversation about financial literacy
and the unique challenges young
women face. 
 
The night began with a keynote led
by Lori Landry, CMO of Sun Life
Global Investments, followed by a
panel featuring prominent women in
the industry discussing the
importance of financial
independence and individual career
experiences. 
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100% attendees would "attend this event
again" and "reccomend it to others"

93% attendees left with a stronger
understanding of financial literacy

Over 100 Registered Attendees



EVENTS 
PORTFOLIO

WOMEN AND FINANCIAL LITERACY NIGHT:
ATTENDEE TESTIMONIALS

This was such an inspiring event! There
needs to be more like it.

Thank you for such a great event! You
will definitely be seeing me again.

I met so many lovely mentors! Thank
you for hosting this event.

" "

" "

" "

- High School Student

- University Student

- University Student



COMMUNICATIONS
PORTFOLIO

At the core of the Communications Portfolio is a mission to drive
online presence and awareness of the organization. This was
accomplished through social media campaigns, blog posts, and a
year-long engagement plan.

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

FLYN
SCHOLARSHIP

Goal: 650 Submissions Across Canada
 
4 Weeks Social Media Marketing
 
Result: Over 800 Submissions Across Canada

KEY IMPACTS

Over 6K views for Women &
Financial Literacy Night Posts
Nearly 2K people reached
through blog posts

SOCIAL MEDIA
PRESENCE

120% increase in Instagram
followers
15% increase in Facebook
likes



COMMUNICATIONS
PORTFOLIO

The Real Costs Associated with Post Secondary Education: 

 Why you, too, should invest: 

 Ways to Make The Holidays About More Than Just Gifts: 

 Part One: A Simple Guide to Investments : 

1.

2.

3.

4.

ENGAGEMENT

389

People 

Reached

801

302

431

BLOGS

This year, we refined our blog strategy by creating a list of criteria that
should be used during the planning process of each proposed post. The
key findings were to educate and create impact by selecting topics that are
not only engaging to us, but are full of information that is not already readily
available. In future years, our blog posts can be strengthened using this
criteria to even better achieve the goal of awareness and advocacy.



DIGITAL 
PORTFOLIO

With a goal to transfer the knowledge of financial literacy through
the lens of technology, the Digital Portfolio has strived to make that
known. The main project for this portfolio was the creation of the
“Where to Start with Financial Literacy” report, which serves as guide
to students beginning to learn about financial literacy. In addition to
this project, the Digital team works on continually maintaining the
websites to keep information current.

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

WHERE TO START WITH
FINANCIAL LITERACY REPORT

The “Where to Start with Financial Literacy” report is a guide for
students interested in learning more about financial literacy. This
guide aims to emphasize the importance of being financially literate in
today’s world, as well as equip students with the necessary tools and
resources they need to get started. With our mission to demonstrate
financial literacy as a universal skill, a wide variety of topics have been
covered.  This project spanned from September 2018 to March 2019,
one of the largest projects on the Futurfund team.



DIGITAL 
PORTFOLIO

This report would not have been
possible without the practical
advice on how students could
implement financial literacy into
their lives from:
 

Julie Hauser, Partnership and
Stakeholder Engagement Officer,
Financial Consumer Agency of
Canada
Dr. Radha Maharaj, The
Kidonomics Series (TKS)
David Jenkins, Creator of the
TheAnswerIs.ca Inc.
Anne Arbour, Financial Educator
with the Credit Counselling Society
Marie-Claude Massie, Facilitator
for the educational program
Personal Finance

IMPORTANT VOICES

FINAL RESULTS
Topics such as: how to read a bank statement, the basics of
budgeting, and funding for university

15 page report

Over hundreds of views from students and financial institutions. 
 

It has been sent out to various partners and organizations such as the Bank of
Canada Museum, who will be translating the report to french for students in
Ottawa.
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MEDIA 
PORTFOLIO

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

The media portfolio aimed to develop FuturFund's video series,
as well as their general social media presence. The portfolio
focused on videography and promotion of FuturFund's two
spotlight events and partnerships.

FIILIT TIPS VIDEO SERIES

One initiative the media team
took on this year was the
launch of the tips campaign;
“FinLit Tips”. The media team
felt that a personal touch
needed to be added to the
Instagram and Facebook
pages. In efforts to align with
this goal, we asked business
professionals to give tips to
high-school students in
regards to financial literacy.
After the tips were obtained,
the media team gathered a
group of first-year student
volunteers to read out the tips
in front of a camera and
provide their feedback.



MEDIA
PORTFOLIO

KEY IMPACTS

1 Fin Lit Tips Video Series 1616 views

2 Credit Canada Education
Week Scholarship Video

1235 views

2 Women and Financial
Literacy Night Event Video

565 views



FINANCIAL LITERACY
YOUTH NETWORK

THE PORTFOLIO VISION:

This past year, we’re proud to have increased FLYN’s visibility
and impact on a national scale. Whether it’s participating in major
conferences, building our partnerships, or being part of policy
discussions, we’re excited to continue amplifying the youth voice
in the financial literacy space.

CANADA’S FINANCIAL
LITERACY NETWORKS MEETING

On Nov. 2, 2018, FLYN attended the second in-person meeting of
Canada’s financial literacy networks in Ottawa, which was hosted by the
Financial Consumer Agency of Canada (FCAC). We were grateful to
represent the youth voice in discussions about common challenges and
new initiatives in promoting financial literacy.
 

More than 10 networks across Canada came together to discuss our
challenges and successes of trying to engage and improve financial
literacy in our demographics and locations. FLYN is so honoured to be
part of this joint effort!



FINANCIAL LITERACY
YOUTH NETWORK

PARTNERSHIP WITH CREDIT
CANADA

FLYN also partnered with Credit Canada to
promote the Grade 12 Essay Contest, in
which we encouraged high school students
to share the “dumbest thing they ever did
with their money”. 
 

On Nov. 14, 2018, FLYN attended the Credit
Education Week Dinner Gala as a Silver
Sponsor to present the winners with their
prize. 

OPEN GOVERNMENT STUDENT CHALLENGE WINNERS

On April 30th 2019, FLYN was selected as 1 of
3 national winners of the first ever Open
Government Student Challenge, which
features "impactful and innovative projects
using open data and information". 
 

As a result, FLYN was invited to the Open
Government Summit in Ottawa May 29 to 31,
which brings together 79 member countries
and numerous civil society groups, academia,
and beyond.



A MESSAGE
FROM OUR
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

First and foremost, we would like to sincerely thank our entire 2018/2019
operating team. The team is comprised solely of youth volunteers, and what
they have bee able to accomplish this year is truly remarkable. We would
specifically like to congratulate Shreya Singh, our 2018/2019 Executive
Director, for leading the team through such a pivotal and successful year. 
 

2018/2019 was FuturFund’s first year operating as a federally incorporated
not-for-profit organization. Along with incorporation, we implemented a more
formal internal governance structure and improved financial accountability
standards. This was a critical step in making FuturFund a more sustainable
organization, and we are now better positioned to attract operating team talent
and sponsorship interest. 
 

This year, we also assembled an Advisory Board, comprised of highly
accomplished and reputable individuals, to help support and guide
FuturFund’s continued growth. Consulting with the Advisory Board has been
immensely helpful in providing us with the direction and focus that we need to
take FuturFund to the next level.
 

As a by-youth-for-youth organization, FuturFund is uniquely positioned to
connect youth to the financial literacy resources that they need to succeed.
While this is a difficult mission, our team continues to find new and innovative
ways to engage with our audience. We are incredibly proud of everything that
FuturFund has accomplished to date, and look forward to the next chapter of
our story.
 

Sincerely,
Sara Raza, Katherine Tang, Victor Cheng and Tyler Brent
Board of Directors
2018/2019
 


